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garmin maps often found on torrents are basically the mapsources of different countries, combined countries,
states and ctr. every map installation for windows has mapsource program in it. so when you install multiple maps
you have to install each map separately like you install a new mapsource. different packs of maps have different id
numbers that distinguish them from each other when registration cod is inserted for them in mapsource program.
you need to open your map on a dos window and type'map aa 00'. be sure to enter aa in hexadecimal and 00 in

decimal.also note that most dos windows don't display the decimal part, so you can't see the 170 decimal number.
if you don't see the 'aa' text, press 'esc' and then press'map aa 00'. if you get an error, change'map aa 00' to'map
aa 00'. that worked for me. you may need to restart your computer after changing the map.it seems that some of
the map ids in the unlocker may not have decimal coefficients, but some do. the calculator in windows 7 doesn't
have a decimal mode, so you have to enter hexadecimal numbers. the hex to decimal conversion was done by

looking at the mapid in the gpsprogram. i entered 170 in the hex field and it converted it to 0x9c,which
corresponds to 170 in decimal (decimal conversion table).i did not get any errors, but i didn't unlock anything on
my gps either.i used the mapid of 009c on the gps unit and mapsource did unlock the maps. i just used your hex

to decimal converter and entered the hex value of0x9c in the hex box and entered the decimal value of 170 in the
decimal box. the decimal value in mapsource unlocked the maps. i should have mentioned that the maps in

mapsource are locked to a particular user id.i have a 2610. i have no gps device. i have an external hard drive that
stores maps for the 2610. i plugged the drive into my laptop and entered the map id in mapsource. i also entered
the map id that unlocked the maps in mapsource on the 2610. i was able to unlock the maps on the drive and on

the 2610. i was unable to unlock them on my laptop.
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